
Infotree Launches Crowd Testing Platform
ClicSource to Provide Testing Services Starting
at 300$
DALLAS, LONDON, UNITED STATES,
UNITED KINGDOM, July 27, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Infotree Solutions,
an eminent name in the U.K with over a
decade existence offering cutting-edge IT
solutions and services, today announced
the launch of its crowd testing platform –
ClicSource. This platform enables
Innovators, Startups to deliver thoroughly
tested applications, by purchasing testing
packages online starting at 300$.

ClicSource is a cloud testing platform based on Crowdsourcing to increase Business Productivity. The
best advantage of Crowdsourcing is that the work is done by a large crowd which enhances the
chances of getting the work done more quickly and efficiently. ClicSource is a best-fit software testing
solution for client companies since it enables client companies to get their applications tested by a
large pool of experienced and talented Testing professionals without worrying much about the huge
investments in testing environment and resources.

Speaking on the Occasion, Venkatesh Akula, CEO at Infotree said, “We are excited to have launched
the ClicSource platform that enables organizations building apps and websites quickly and test them
cost-effectively. We are bringing Automation Testing into crowdsourced testing and this is what gives
the edge to be on the curve compared to other competitors. Speed and Quality are the benefits of
Test Automation and we are blending it with the benefits of Crowd Testing; thus our client can avail
both benefits at one stop. With ClicSource startups, who cannot afford Test Automation Engineers can
leverage the crowd to create and review automation test scripts, and for execution – we are
supporting them with our test execution platform. At ClicSource, we are building a vetted community
which means a verified pool of crowd testers from across the globe with a reliable skill set matrix on
different types of testing and diverse testing tools. We provide them the private cloud based
infrastructure with right test environment and tools for them to focus on testing.”

Addressing on the launch, Pavan Kumar, Vice President – Technology said, “With the rapid increase
in the launch of a wide range of software applications, quality attributes like functionality, performance,
and security for the applications have become extremely important and organizations are competing
with one another in providing products and services with these qualities. ClicSource is a one-stop-
Crowdsource testing solution which gives organizations tremendous scope for improving their most
valuable software product/application within an incredibly short time-span. ClicSource is affordable
crowd source platform designed to help especially the startup's and SME companies.”

We welcome crowd testers with experience in open source testing technologies to be part of our
global testers’ pool by applying at https://clicsource.com/contact-us/. Enterprises, Startups &

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.infotreesolutions.com/
https://clicsource.com/crowd-testing/
https://clicsource.com/
https://clicsource.com/contact-us/


Innovators looking to test their web apps or mobile apps with experts in few hours in real time can
approach us at https://clicsource.com/contact-us/. For more information on ClicSource, please visit
https://clicsource.com/
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